
Bicycle maintenance – a common journey of discovery 

Recollections by John McMullan 

A warning! – My references to using a hammer on things throughout this article works ok with an 

alloy frame. DO NOT use one on a composite (carbon) frame! 

 

I like to think I am a practical person, having maintained and rebuilt tractor and car engines, farm 

machinery and assembled my fair share of electronic equipment. The retiree who lived across the 

road and I had swapped out the gearbox on my 4wd and I have pulled out and re-installed motors in 

several vehicles. How hard can bicycles be I think to myself. 

 

Like most cyclists we did basic maintenance on our bikes as kids – fixing punctures was about all I 

ever did til my teenage years when I broke the downtube just as I was leaving high school. 

Fortunately, one of the manual arts teachers sleeved and gas welded it up so I could ride home. The 

next year was the demise of the bike as the rear axle stripped the thread and the repair cost at the 

time was well outside my considered budget. Every time I talk to anyone about the bikes of their 

youth, most can’t remember the need to replace tires let alone a chain. 

Skip to three years ago when I bought my first bike (yes – one I actually paid for) and maintenance 

was on the to-do list – replacing tires was a frequent occurrence. I enquired and was shown some 

nice tricks for replacing them. My first puncture was at 11pm at night with no streetlights to see by 

and being the first use of the hand pump, it was configured for Schrader valves not Presta and 

needed pliers (actually a good set of teeth) to loosen the fitting to swap it around. I used the 

headlight to see what I was doing and 30 minutes later I was on my way again. What I didn’t do was 

remove the offending piece of glass – it was flat the next morning. In the words of Nanny McPhee – 

Lesson #1 Learned. 

Most Southern Queensland Randonneurs and some of the northern crowd have seen me riding 

Bullwinkle – my flat bar commuter bike on Audaxes – it is good for a 300km ride and serves me very 

well. This is the bike that I have 

undertaken most of my maintenance and 

made significant discoveries along the 

way. A friend had it hanging up on his 

garage wall and sold it to me very 

cheaply. It was a bargain that came with a 

105 groupset and shimano combo pedals 

(MTB SPD one side, flat the other) – I 

since found out it had never been ridden.  

 

 



Apart from tires and tubes, I have made my way through a range of cassette ratios now settling on 

an 11-34 to help me with the hills, gone through some stem bearings and several bottom brackets. I 

have worn out several chains, brake blocks, rims and the list goes on.  

Aldi is a good source of many helpful items for bicycle maintenance. I bought a work stand (excellent 

investment) and one of their tool kits. This is where some things started to go astray so I will cover 

these little problems as I share my experience. 

Accessories 
The first thing I did was kit it out with the usual saddle, bento and frame bags and required 

accessories (lights, pump and bottle cages). These all install very simply with at most an allen key to 

attach the cages and pump. 

Enter problem #1 with Bullwinkle. The bars are only 25mm, not the usual 31. When I bought the 

Wahoo Elemnt, the mounting bracket was obviously too large. No amount of recycled inner tube 

would pack it out so I 3d printed up a spacer to suit.  

Wear and tear (bike and rider) 
The obvious changes started with me looking at better cassette ratios. Into the picture comes the 

Shimano compatible cassette tool. Handily there was one in the tool kit I purchased and it worked 

with a standard torque wrench that I already had (for working on the powered vehicles). A quick 

google and a look at the Sheldon Brown pages and I was up and running with an upgrade from 12-27 

to 11-28. I did need a new chain, but I had handily purchased a chain breaker with the first bike so I 

didn’t need the one out of the Aldi toolkit. I cleaned the old cassette and chain, put some lubrication 

on the chain to keep it good and put it away for another day. I needed to adjust the rear derailleur 

limits and indexing slightly (only a tiny tweak) and I was up and running smoothly again.  

Next on my list was a rear wheel. Unfortunately on my way home I broke a spoke and with a rescue 

call to be collected I subsequently dropped the rear wheel in to get a new spoke. A few hours later I 

got a call saying that the rim had cracks and would I like a replacement. Fortunately they had a spare 

wheel so I paid for it and had it collected. They were good enough to transfer the cassette for me. 

Wheel re-building was not on my skills acquisition list so I was happy to have a replacement 

particularly as the next Audax was two days away. 

On one of the rides I was treated to a bottom bracket slowly destroying itself. It lasted well enough 

to get me to the finish and the bike shop was good enough to replace it on the day I dropped it in 

while I had two coffees and a burger whilst I waited.  

These replacements got me to thinking about what I could do myself. I was happy to replace the 

chains and cassettes, but a bottom bracket? What other mischief could I get up to? 

The hills are alive with the sound of ….. 
My next cassette replacement was not due to wear, but once again the ratio. I had struggled (ie 

walked) part of Tomewin hill and decided I didn’t want to do that again (hopeful I know) so I looked 



at an 11-34 cassette. New chain required. New rear derailleur required. New cables, new cable 

outers, and while I was at it V-Brake noodles and brake blocks. 

Overall, it was a very simple process. Cassette was easy, derailleur was easy – a couple of hints – 

adjust the limit screws without a cable attached. To index you obviously need the cable on. Chain – 

measure per Sheldon Brown’s method, install a quick link and away I went. Hill climbing was so 

much easier. Grandchester made simple, Tomewin still walked. Hills still alive with the sound of a 

walking cyclist or two. 

Bottom Ends 

 

On one of the Plainlands rides the bottom bracket went again. I wasn’t sure of the reason but it 

seemed to have gotten dust in past the seal. A dribble of water quietened it for a while but at least I 

knew what the problem was. I got hold of a new bottom bracket and that is where problems started. 

The tool in the Aldi tool did kit fit the cheap bottom bracket but didn’t fit the adapter for the dura-

ace bottom bracket. Another tool that didn’t work was the bottom bracket pre-tensioning cap 

remover. A search engine for 3D models let me download tools to 3d print – it even had a smaller 

sizing part to allow me to test fit for the bottom bracket remover. Scale established, I printed the 

tools that evening. I fitted the new bottom bracket in the morning but as I found out later had over-

tensioned the bearing pre-load. This resulted in the requirement to fit a new bottom bracket several 

months later. 

When replacing the next bottom bracket, I discovered that my 3d printed tool was really hard to use 

to undo the brackets because it had a short handle. I didn’t want to put a ring spanner on it because 

I could break the plastic. Instead, I decided to shock the bracket loose by using a rubber mallet. 

Surprisingly, it left a couple of marks in the plastic, but it still looks good as new otherwise. When 

tightening, I used the same method. When travelling north for the FNQ six pack, I had a creak in the 

bottom somewhere so rather than take a rubber mallet, I 3d printed up an extension handle which is 



permanently fitted and makes changes so much easier. On the six pack, Kim and James were very 

impressed to see not only a 3d printed item but one that worked so well. Fortunately, the creak 

turned out to be uneven tension on the crank arm bolts and was easily fixed. James also told me 

about some great machined alloy bottom bracket tools that you could use a torque wrench with.  

The 3D printed tools: 

 

The bottom bracket tool with handle (black). It will fit the bottom bracket shown earlier but needs 

the grey adapter to fit Dura-ace and Ultegra bottom brackets. 

 

The Bearing Pre-load tool. These tighten the plastic caps in the left crank to put load on the bearings. 

Don’t over-tighten or the bearing will wear out in a few months. 



Pedals 
Another task in my re-building is the SPD pedals. These are prone to getting water in them (at least 

for us that ride in the rain) and the solution is to pull them apart, re-grease and re-assemble. This is 

where Shimano gets us back for the cheap price of the ‘consumable’ components - $40 for the M520 

pedals vs $60 for the tool to pull them apart. Once again, welcome to the wonderful world of 3d 

printing. A quick search found me a model that some-one had already designed so I printed that up. 

It needed a shifter on it but that was ok. I since modified the tool and put ‘handles’ on it to remove 

the need for a shifter: 

 

When rebuilding these pedals they have a collection of tiny bearings. If you are contemplating a re-

build, you will need a tea tray with sides and some thick but smooth cloth to dampen any bouncing 

bearings as you work on them. Other tools required are a thin spanner to hold the cone whilst an 

additional spanner (ring spanner is best) to tighten the lock nut. Some Teflon lock paint is also good 

to ensure you keep the locknut in the correct place. For Grease, use marine bearing grease. 



Headset Bearings 
Surprisingly, headset bearings also wear out. I dropped into Tom Wallace cycles to see about getting 

a new set. It took a week for them to identify the correct bearings with Giant and they got a set in 

for me. These bearings are a cartridge style – everything is a manufactured unit complete with race, 

seals and bearings all in one piece.  

Getting the bearings out requires the use of a soft drift and a hammer. I use an aluminium bar as a 

drift as it is far softer than brass and makes an excellent sacrificial material. The old bearings needed 

a bit of work to remove them – constant light tapping around the bearing took a few minutes each. 

For installation, I used the rubber mallet and a piece of wood. 

When I replaced the bearings there was still a bit of play so after googling, I found out that 

occasionally a shim was needed to lift the spacers up to give the required clearance. More googling 

and expectations of a 2 week delivery and $30 in parts I thought “I have a 3d printer and some PETg 

filament” I can make these. Needless to say, a couple of attempts later and Bullwinkle has a plastic 

shim installed and steering is as it should be. PETg filament is a tough but somewhat flexible plastic. 

Good for stuff inside cars too as it can perform in 60 degree environments. 

Front Derailleur 
Over time and exacerbated by the chain coming off the chain rings the front derailleur will start to 

bend on the side plates. I have had to replace the front derailleur on Bullwinkle as it was starting to 

resemble a metallic banana. 

Replacing a derailleur is a simple procedure but you need to take your time with the adjustments. A 

bike maintenance stand allows you to have the bike at a good working height when sitting which 

makes the job so much easier. 

Step 1: Make sure you have the correct part. There are two types: Band or braze. The Band on has a 

clamp that goes around the seat tube. Braze on attaches to a fitting on the bike – carbon / 

composites are more likely to have a braze on derailleur. 

Step 2: Remove the chain and derailleur and then clean the drive train but do not clean the down 

tube if it is a band on. 

Step 3: Replace the derailleur. For band on – use the dirt line as a guide for where to put it. Adjust 

the height and linear alignment (1-2mm clearance from big chain ring teeth when shifted to the 

large chain ring without the chain on. The limit screws get adjusted once you have put the chain on. 

Cassettes 
I now have three bikes and one has a freewheel (screw on cassette) and two are freehub (modern 

cassettes)  

I have yet to change the cassette on the freewheel but will explore a better range (I am looking for 

an 11-34) for when I do. I also want to put a large chainring on that bike so I need to put a front 

derailleur  and shifter on it as well. 



Cassettes on freehubs are pretty easy. You need a chain whip, a compatible cassette locknut tool 

and a torque wrench.  

Removal and re-installation are easy: 

Simply remove the wheel from the bike, remove the quick release completely, insert the locknut 

removal tool, place the chain whip on the cassette, insert the torque wrench on the tool and undo. 

For installation, you don’t need a chain whip as the cassette pawls will lock allowing you to tighten 

the lock nut. 

Chain Lubrication 
Like helmet laws and beer selection, the method and choice of chain lubrication is very emotive. 

I started using a Teflon based lubricant but along my journey switched to paraffin wax. The only 

recommendation I have is to help prolong the life of your drive train keep the lubrication up. The 

recommended distance for wet lubricants is a few hundred km, I get about 5-600 out of the wax. 

One main difference between wet and wax lubrication - I do have a very clean drive train. 

Rider –bicycle interface 
Another item I have struggled with finding is a non-irritating saddle. I found this to be like marriage – 

some compromise and a little irritation seem to be the order of things. I have rotated through a 

number of saddles in the last few years even going through a bike shop test saddle program to no 

avail.  

In addition to actually spending some time on the bike, what I found is that there are three things 

that determine what your saddle requirement need to be: Your riding position, your anatomy and 

your choice of chamois. Without taking all three into consideration, you may struggle to find a 

suitable match. Because I had a rather upright riding position, very few saddles suited me. Apart 

from a Selle Anatomica (took it off at work and put a different saddle on), I could quite happily ride 

100km on any of the seats but the irritation would start to increase beyond that distance. For me, I 

settled on the Selle SMP TRK for over a year (til it started to crack on the upper surface) and now a 

Selle SMP Hybrid. The other item that Bullwinkle needs is a suspension seatpost. It is far too rigid in 

the tail end for me to not have one. Interestingly, my other two bikes are fine without a suspension 

seatpost (even for 100km+ rides). 

Interestingly, one of the earlier 

comfortable saddles was a $6 Chinese 

model (pictured) that I found good for 

a couple of 200km rides.  

I do have a collection of saddles if 

anyone needs to try a test run. 

 

 



 

 


